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ABSTRACT 
Molecular dynamics simulation is performed to investigate how solid surface free energy determines the 
coalescence-induced jumping of nanodroplet on superhydrophobic surfaces. The nanodroplet-jumping is 
found highly sensitive to the solid surface free energy represented by the fluid-solid bonding strength 
parameter  . The coalesced-nanodroplet fails to jump off the surface when   is 0.15  (contact angle being 
145º) while succeeds to jump off the surface when   is 0.05  (contact angle being 175º). We find that a 
small proportion (ca. 2~4%) of the surface free energy released in both cases is eventually converted to 
kinetic energy in the jumping direction, which is in the same order as the conversion efficiency previously 
predicted for microdroplets. A lower solid surface free energy decreases viscous and interfacial dissipation 
and hence increases the kinetic energy converted and eventually leads to sufficient kinetic energy in the 
jumping direction for nanodroplet to jump up. Our results also address the importance of the liquid-solid 
surface interaction in the coalescence-induced jumping of nanodroplets and the determination of the 
minimum size of jumping nanodroplets. 




The coalescence of two or more droplets drives the coalesced droplet to jump off customized 
superhydrophobic surfaces. This is termed as the coalescence-induced droplet jumping.1,2 The excess surface 
                                                     




free energy of droplets, released by the reduction of surface area throughout coalescence, is converted to 
kinetic energy of the droplet normal to the substrate surface.3−5 This phenomenon has been widely 
investigated for complex interfacial physics and potential applications in self-cleaning,6−7 anti-icing8−9 and 
heat transfer performance enhancement10−11  experimentally,4,12−23 theoretically13,24−25 and numerically.3−5,26−34 
The conversion efficiency of the surface free energy released to kinetic energy is affected by many 
factors, including droplet size，solid surface adhesion, contact angle hysteresis and wetting status. It has 
been demonstrated that the droplet size has an important effect on the energy conversion because both the 
surface free energy released and the viscous dissipation depend on the droplet size. The relative importance 
between viscous dissipation and released surface free energy can be described by Ohnesorge number ( Oh ), 
as 
lv = /Oh r   , where  ,  , lv  and r  being the dynamic viscosity, density, surface tension and radius 
of droplets, respectively. A theoretical analysis for the droplet coalescence on a rough superhydrophobic 
surface established an analytical correlation among the coalescence-induced velocity, solid surface free 
energy, viscous dissipation and droplet size.24 They showed that the self-propelled behavior occurs only for 
droplets of the radius within a certain range. In addition, as the droplet size decreases, the jumping velocity 
increases, reaches the maximum value at the diameter of ca. 50 μm, and then decreases.24 The decrease in 
jumping velocity of small size droplets is due to the increasing viscous effect and hence the decreasing 
conversion efficiency of released surface free energy. Earlier numerical simulations25 and theoretical 
modelling12,24,26 predicted that nanoscale coalesced-droplets are unable to jump up because the released 
surface free energy is largely consumed by considerable viscous dissipation. This is also predicted by a 
theoretical analysis based on the conservation of droplet interfacial free energy and viscous dissipation 
before and after two condensed droplets merge.25 They found that a merged droplet of too small or too large 
size is unable to jump up because of the domination of viscous dissipation or gravity, respectively. 
However, some other investigations4,30,33,35 have demonstrated that the size of self-jumping droplets 
can be downsized to nanoscale. Recently a molecular dynamics simulation30 demonstrated that despite the 
large internal viscous dissipation, the coalesced nanodroplet on a super-hydrophobic surface can jump up, 
with a contact angle of approximately 180 degree.30 The coalescence-induced jumping of water nanodroplet 
(radius R ≈ 500 nm) was experimentally investigated on superhydrophobic surfaces of carbon nanotubes by 
varying the thickness of the conformal hydrophobic coating.35 They showed that the minimum radius of 
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jumping nanodroplets increases with increasing solid fraction and decreasing apparent advancing contact 
angle.  
The coalescence-induced jumping of the droplets has been explained by the bouncing force of the 
solid surface. However, at nanoscale, the liquid-solid interaction has considerable effect on the movement of 
the contact line during the dewetting process.31,36−38 In the condensation on lotus leaves, for example, the 
interfacial dissipation could be an important factor to control the jumping of nanodroplet.12 The solid surface 
free energy (i.e. fluid-solid interfacial free energy) also influences the conversion of the released surface free 
energy (vapor-liquid interfacial free energy) to the kinetic energy of droplets. Moreover, the modelling of the 
moving contact line encounters a problem of singularity behavior and thus the Navier-slip model, geometric 
formulation method or even zero-adhesion assumption are employed to avoid this problem.33 A theoretical 
analysis has shown that the key factors, resulting in condensed droplets jumping, include the resistance to the 
contact line moving on solid surfaces in addition to the released surface free energy.25 The experimental 
investigation explored the limitation to nanodroplet jumping due to surface adhesion in addition to the 
hydrodynamic limitation due to viscous dissipation.35 They investigated condensation on carbon nanotube 
surfaces with an effective solid fraction of about 0.10 and found that surface adhesion plays a vital role in 
determining the minimum size of jumping nanodroplets.35 It can be seen that the mechanism of nanodroplet 
jumping, particularly the adhesion effect at the liquid-solid interface at nanoscale, is still worthy of further 
investigation. 
In the present work, molecular dynamics simulation is performed to investigate the coalescence and 
jumping of nanodroplet on superhydrophobic surfaces with different surface free energies. The moving 
contact line is directly monitored by detecting the molecules at the liquid-solid and liquid-vapor interfaces. 
The variations of potential energy of molecules at interfaces are analyzed. Particularly, we investigate the 
mechanism of solid surface free energy during the coalescence and jumping processes by comparing the 
jumping and non-jumping cases. 
 
II. SIMULATION DETAILS 
A. Simulation System 
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In the molecular dynamics simulation, the fluid-fluid molecular interaction is described by the 
Lennard-Jones (L-J) potential function    
12 6
( ) 4 / /r r r     
 
, where r  is the intermolecular 
separation,   is the length scale and   is the energy scale, for argon, 0.314nm   and 
211.656 10 J   . 
The function is truncated at a cut-off radius 
c 4.0 r  , beyond which molecular interactions are neglected. 
The simulation system, as shown in Fig. 1, consists of two nanodroplets on a solid surface in a simulation 
box with the size of 105 74 155x y zl l l        . Each nanodroplet has a radius of 25r   (a diameter 
of 17 nm), containing about 47 500 molecules. The semi-infinite solid surface at the bottom is represented by 
three layers of atoms forming a (111) plane of a face-centered cubic lattice with the lattice constant 
s 0.814   . Neighboring solid atoms are connected by Hookean springs with the constant 
23249.1k   .39 For temperature control, two extra layers of solid atoms are set below the three layers. 







p f + F , where 1168.3    is the damping constant,40 ip  is the momentum of the ith solid 
molecule; 
if  is the sum of the forces acting on the ith solid molecule, iF  is a random force, of which each 
component is sampled to form the Gaussian distribution with zero mean value and variance 
B2 /sk T t   
(
Bk  is the Boltzmann constant and 0.01t   is the time step, where 
2 /m    is the characteristic 
time, m  being the mass of a fluid molecule). This technique of constant temperature control is feasible for 
both fluid41,42 and solid.39,40 The fluid-solid interaction is also described by the L-J potential function but with 
a different length scale 
fs 0.91   and a different energy scale fs  , where the fluid-solid bonding 
strength parameter   measures the wettability: the values set here are 0.15   and 0.05  , 
corresponding to contact angles of 145º and 175º, respectively, according to our earlier investigations.43,44 
The description of wettability based on fluid-solid interaction strength has been widely employed to simulate 
the dependence of surface wettability on solid surface free energy40,42-44. In our previous work43, when β 
increases from 0.10 to 0.70, the contact angle decreases from 175º to 20º, at temperature of 10.90 BT k
 . The 
surface wettability exhibits transition from superhydrophoblic, hydrophobic, hydrophilic to superhydrophilic. 
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In the initialization of the simulation, liquid molecules are arranged in two nanodroplets, according 
to the saturation liquid density (
s ) at 
1
v B0.75T k
 . Vapor molecules are arranged in the rest of the 
simulation box according to the vapor density 
v . Periodic boundary conditions are employed at the sides 
and a diffuse reflection boundary condition is employed at the top end. Prior to the onset of coalescence, a 
period of 100  is allowed for the simulation system to reach a thermal equilibrium state. To prevent the two 
nanodroplets from coalescing, an artificial reflective boundary condition, parallel to the y-z plane, is set at x 
= 0 between the two nanodroplets before the coalescence commences. The liquid molecules colliding with 
the artificial surface are reflected by reversing the x-velocity. When the system reaches an equilibrium state, 
the artificial boundary condition is removed at 0t  . The nanodroplets start coalescing and a period of 
400  is allowed for the evolution. The temperature control of the fluid is turned off but the temperature of 
the solid surface is still maintained at 1
v B0.75T k
 . 
B. Interface detection method 
The densities of liquid and vapor are defined macroscopically. To analyze the interfacial 
phenomenon, it is necessary to identify liquid and vapor molecules as well as the molecules at the liquid-
vapor interface and the liquid-solid interface. The number of interactions of a fluid molecule with other 
molecules determines the level of molecular potential energy. Thus, for a fluid molecule, the number of 
molecules within a sphere of a reference radius R  is calculated as coordination number, 
coN . Wolde and 
Frenkel45 used a reference radius 1.5R   and found that the molecules with 
co 4N   can be detected as 
liquid molecules.  
The detection method is illustrated in a liquid-vapor coexistence system as shown in Fig. 2(a). A 
liquid film attached onto the solid surface is in a thermal equilibrium state with the saturated vapor at 
temperature of 1
v B0.75T k
 . The size of the system is 40 40 100x y zl l l        . The initial 
thickness of the liquid film is taken to be 28 . The liquid molecules interacting with the solid surface are 
essentially a layer of liquid molecules attached to the solid surface. Its thickness is the cutoff radius of liquid-
solid interaction i.e. 
fs4.0 . The liquid molecules confined in this layer are detected as the molecules at the 
liquid-solid interface (ls molecules). To detect the molecules at the liquid-vapor interface (lv molecules), we 
calculate 
coN  of all the fluid molecules using a sphere of a reference radius 3.75R  . The distributions of 
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density   and 
coN  (in a certain range across the liquid-vapor interface), perpendicular to the liquid-vapor 
interface, are shown in Fig. 2(b). The coordination number of bulk liquid molecules is high while that of the 
bulk vapor molecules is low. It is assumed that the lv molecules have a coordination number between two 
critical values i.e. 
co,1 co co,2N N N  . The two critical values co,1N  and co,2N  are determined below. In Fig. 
2(b), the density at 
0/ 0.028z z   is equal to the average density of bulk liquid and bulk vapor. The surface 
at 
0/ 0.028z z   is regarded as the boundary between the liquid and vapor. The corresponding 
coN ( co 100N ) is determined as the critical coordination number co,1N . The critical coordination number 
co, 2N  is determined by trial and error method. The number of the detected lv molecules is calculated as lvN  
and the number density per unit area (
lvn ) is calculated as lv lv /n N A , where A is the area of the liquid-
vapor interface. The dependence of 
lvn  on value of co,2N  is shown in Fig. 2(c). As co,2N  increases, lvn  
firstly increases gradually and then increases rapidly after 
co,2 158N  . When co,2N  is less than 158, lvn  is 
underestimated because the lv molecules near the bulk liquid molecules are neglected. However, when 
co,2N  
is slightly larger than 158, an overestimated 
lvn  is seen because some molecules in the bulk liquid are 
detected as lv molecules (see in Fig. 2(d)). Therefore, the critical coordination number co,2N  is determined to 
be 158. In Fig. 2(e), the liquid molecules with 
co100 158N   are detected as the lv molecules while the 
rest of the molecules are detected as the molecules in bulk liquid (ll molecules), as shown in yellow and 
green respectively. This detection method based on coordination number can also be employed to detect the 
liquid molecules at curved liquid-vapor interface. 
 
III. RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION 
As shown in Fig. 3, the processes in both cases appear three successive stages, namely the 
coalescence (
at t ), restoration ( a bt t t  ) and oscillation or jumping ( bt t ) stages. Once the coalescence 
commences, a liquid bridge forms immediately and expands quickly. The wetting leads to a circular liquid-
solid contact area at 
at . The contact line recedes in both x-direction and y-direction until bt . After bt , 
different evolutions are observed in the two cases. On the solid surface with 0.15  , the coalesced-
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nanodroplet does not jump up but oscillates instead. On the contrary, on the solid surface with 0.05  , the 
nanodroplet jumps off the solid surface.  
The differences between the two cases are quantitatively analyzed in detail. The time-evolutions of 
the position of the mass center of the nanodroplet in the z-direction (
cz ) and the velocity of its mass center 
(
cv ) are plotted in Figs. 4(a) and (b), respectively. Figures 4(c) and (d) illustrate the momentum of the 
coalescing nanodroplet and its components in the z-direction and -z-direction, respectively. Furthermore, the 
liquid-solid contact area shown in Fig. 5 is quantified. The size scales of the liquid-solid contact area are 
monitored in the x- and y-directions (
xB  and yB ) and the moving velocities of the contact line ( B,xv  and B,yv ) 
are also calculated, as shown in Fig. 6. 
A. Coalescence stage (
a
t t )  
1. On surface with = 0.15β   
Initially, a clearly circular liquid-solid contact area is observed for both nanodroplets. With the onset 
of coalescence, as shown in Fig. 3, a liquid bridge forms, connecting the two nanodroplets, and expands 
quickly in the z-direction. The mass center descends and its downwards velocity increases in the -z-direction 
until 35 . Then, the liquid bridge touches the solid surface, resulting in a peanut-like shape of the liquid-
solid contact area. The changes of the numbers of the lv molecules (
lvN ), ls molecules ( lsN ) and ll 
molecules ( llN ) are calculated in comparison to their values at 0t  . Their evolutions with time for both 
cases are shown in Figs. 7(a) and (b), respectively.  
Actually, 
lvN  and lsN  can represent the area changes of the liquid-vapor and liquid-solid 
interfaces. The touch to the solid surface of the liquid bridge flow leads to an increase in liquid-solid contact 
area in the initial period of coalescence stage. This was also observed in the earlier numerical simulation of 
microdroplets.31 As shown in Fig. 6, the contact line does not appear noticeable moving prior to 35 . After 
35 , the solid surface counteracts the impingement of the liquid bridge flow, forcing a fraction of the 
moving mass towards the y-direction and hence leading to a decrease in 
xB  and an increase in yB .  
Prior to 67 , cz  keeps lowering but the downwards cv  starts to decrease, as shown in Fig. 4. The 
liquid-solid contact area reaches an elliptical shape at 67 , when cv  decreases to zero, as shown in Fig. 5(a). 
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After 67 , the velocity of the mass center cv  becomes upwards. During the acceleration, the magnitude of 
the bouncing force acting on the nanodroplet is indicated by the slope of momentum variation as marked in 
Fig. 4 (c). As shown in Fig. 6, the contact line keeps receding in the x-direction and advancing in the y-
direction. At 
a 108t  , when xB  is equal to yB , the liquid-solid contact area reaches a circular shape (see 
Fig. 5(a)), illustrating that the coalesced-nanodroplet has transformed from a peanut-like shape to a spherical 
crown shape. This marks the end of the coalescence stage. 
2. On surface with = 0.05β   
Compared with the case of 0.15  , the initial values of xB  and yB  are noticeably lower, indicating 
that the nanodroplet on the super-hydrophobic surface has a smaller liquid-solid contact area, as shown in 
Figs. 5 and 6. When the coalescence commences, as shown in Fig. 4, cz  keeps almost unchanged at the 
beginning and no appreciable movement of the mass center is observed. cv  starts increasing apparently 
when the liquid bridge touches the solid surface at 50 . The initial decrease in both xB  and yB  indicates an 
immediate shift of the contact line. The liquid-solid contact area shows a slight decrease compared to a slight 
increase in the case of 0.15  . 
During the remaining stage of coalescence, as shown in Fig. 6(d), the moving contact line exhibits a 
larger receding velocity in the x-direction and a lower advancing velocity in the y-direction compared with 
those in the case of 0.15  . At the end of coalescence, the liquid-solid contact area in the case of 0.05   
is less than that in the case of 0.15  . When xB  and yB  are observed to be equal at a 117t  , the 
nanodroplet transforms into a spherical-crown shape, marking the end of coalescence process. The velocity 
of the mass center 
cv  reaches the maximum value of 
10.081   , which is larger than that of 10.045    in 
the case of 0.15  .  
B. Restoration stage (
a b
t t t  ) 
1. On surface with = 0.15β   
With the height of the mass center cz  increasing continuously, the spherical-crown-shaped 
nanodroplet evolves towards a spherical shape. The contact line remains receding in both x- and y-directions, 
leading to a decreasing liquid-solid contact area, i.e. dewetting process. It is important to note that the 
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receding velocities of the moving contact line are lower in both x- and y-directions than those in the case of 
0.05  (see Figs. 6(c) and (d)).  At b 220t  , cv  decreases to zero, the contact line stops receding and the 
height of the mass center reaches its maximum value.  
2. On surface with = 0.05β  
Similarly, as shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b), as the mass center of nanodroplet keeps rising, the upwards 
cv  gradually decreases with time because the rising nanodroplet is impeded by the adhesive force due to 
solid-fluid interaction. The contact line recedes in both x- and y-directions and the liquid-solid contact area 
shrinks. As shown in Fig. 6, with both xB  and yB  decreasing, the nanodroplet restores towards a spherical 
shape. The magnitude of adhesive force, depending on the number of ls molecules, decreases with the 
reduction in liquid-solid contact area. At b 225t  , both xB  and yB  decreases to zero and an observed 
upwards cv  of 
10.055   is the jumping-off velocity.  
C. Oscillation stage / jumping stage (
b
t t ) 
1. On surface with = 0.15β  
The nanodroplet is pulled back by the adhesive force and re-spreads on the solid surface. The liquid-
solid contact area then expands, as shown in Fig. 7(a), with the contact line advancing in both x- and y-
directions. Oscillation is seen lasting for a long time, as shown by the fluctuating 
cz  in the inset in Fig. 4(a). 
Consequently, the nanodroplet fails to jump up.  
 
2. On surface with = 0.05β  
After detachment, the nanodroplet keeps rising and its cv  decreases linearly (see Fig. 4(b)), 
suggesting a constant drag force by the vapor on the jumping nanodroplet. The vapor resistance as a surface 
force is different from the gravitational force as a bulk force. It is noteworthy that the former grows more and 
more significant than the latter with the droplet downsizing into nanoscale due to considerably large surface-
to-volume ratio. The present result supplements the earlier work that air friction has little influence on the 
jumping velocity of microdroplets.26  
D. Energy conversion analysis 
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 In the investigations of coalescence-induced nanodroplet jumping, the excess surface free energy 
released ( sE ) is defined as the changes in the surface free energy of liquid-solid and liquid-vapor interfaces. 
sE  is expressed by Eq. (1) as: 
                                                
s ls ls lv lvE A A                                                              (1) 
where 
lsA  and lvA  are the changes in areas of the liquid-solid and liquid-vapor interfaces, respectively; 
ls  and lv  are the liquid-solid and liquid-vapor interfacial tensions, respectively.
47 For a planar liquid-
vapor interface, lv  is calculated from the integral of the difference between the normal and tangential 
components of pressure tensors,48,49  where the pressure tensors can be obtained from the microscopic inter-
molecular potential force in molecular dynamics simulation. For example, the liquid-vapor surface tension at 
1
v B0.75T k
  is calculated to be 
2
lv 1.10 /   .
47 For nanodroplets, however, lsA  and lvA  are 
difficult to be calculated in molecular dynamics simulation and lv is dependent on the radius.
50 Therefore, a 
method is needed to evaluate the surface free energy of coalescing nanodroplet. 
Figures. 7(c) and 7(d)show the evolutions of the changes in molecular potential energy of ls 
molecules ( p,lsE ), lv molecules ( p,lvE ) and ll molecules ( p,llE ). The change in the molecular potential 
energy of all liquid molecules (
pE ) can be expressed by Eq. (2)  
                                  
pE p,lv p,ls p,llE E E                                                             (2) 
The evolutions of 
pE  with time in both cases are plotted in Fig. 8. Furthermore, p,lv lv lvE N e   , 
p,ls ls lsE N e    and p,ll ll llE N e   , where lve , lle  and lse are the average molecular potential energies per 
lv molecule, per ll molecule and per ls molecule, respectively. With lvn  and lsn  representing the number 
densities per unit area of the liquid-vapor and liquid-solid interfaces, lvN  and lsN  can be expressed as 
lv lv lvN A n    and ls ls lsN A n   , respectively. Equation (2) can be expressed as: 
                                                          p ls ls ls lv lv lv ll llE A n e A n e N e                                                       (3) 
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Moreover, since there exist no liquid-vapor phase-change, it is reasonably assumed that the number of all 
liquid molecules are not changed, i.e. ls lv ll 0N N N    . Subsequently, the change of molecular 
potential energy (
pE ) can be expressed as: 
                                                        
p lv lv ll lv ls ls ll ls( ) ( )E A n e e A n e e                                                   (4) 
The liquid-vapor interfacial tension can be understood at molecular level. Due to the existence of the 
liquid-vapor interface, the molecular potential energy of lv molecules is higher than that of ll molecules. The 
transfer of liquid-vapor interfacial molecules into bulk liquid molecules results in the decrease in molecular 
potential energy i.e. the release of the excess surface free energy. Thus, the liquid-vapor interfacial tension 
can be obtained by calculating the release of the excess surface free energy per unit area of the liquid-vapor 
interface using Eq.(5) 
                                                                          lv lv ll lv( )n e e                                                                    (5) 
For the system shown in Fig. 2, the number of lv molecules per unit area ( lvn ) is calculated to be 
21.52  . 
The average molecular potential energies per ll molecule and per ls molecule are calculated to be 
ll 5.69e    and lv 4.90e   , respectively. lv ll lv( )n e e  is calculated to be 
21.20 /  . This value is 
close to the liquid-vapor interfacial tension of 
21.10 /   at the same temperature obtained by the method 
based on pressure tensors.47 Similarly, the liquid-solid interface tension can be calculated by Eq. (6) 
                                                              ls ls ll ls( )n e e                                                                     (6)  
With Eqs. (5) and (6), we can see an equivalence between Eq. (1) and Eq. (4), presenting that the change in 
molecular potential energy is equal to the released surface free energy i.e. 
p sE E   .  
Therefore, we can monitor the release of excess surface free energy by calculating the molecular 
potential energy of all liquid molecules. In both cases, 
pE  keeps deceasing in the coalescence stage and 
holds around 1250   afterwards. We further examine the changes in the total kinetic energy of the 
nanodroplet (
kE ) and its components in the x-, y- and z-directions ( k,xE , k,yE  and k,zE ), as shown in 
Fig. 9. Fig. 10 schematically summarizes the results. In the coalescence stage, for the non-jumping case, the 
mass center of the nanodroplet is much closer to the solid surface. A larger fraction of the nanodroplet could 
be pushed by the solid surface, leading to a larger bouncing force, as shown by the steeper variation of the 
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momentum in the z-direction.21 Nevertheless, due to a downwards initial velocity and a shorter period of 
acceleration time, its maximum value of 
cv  is apparently lower than that in the jumping case.  
In the coalescence stage, the maximum value of 
kE  in the jumping case is 220   while that in the 
non-jumping case is 196  . Note that most of the kinetic energy is in the x-direction. In fact, only the kinetic 
energy in the z-direction, k,zE , could contribute to the jumping-up. At the end of the coalescence stage, 
k,zE  in the non-jumping case is only k,z 25 E    while that in the jumping case is k,z 44 E   ; the 
conversion efficiencies of the kinetic energy in the z-direction are 2.0% and 3.5%, respectively. In the case of 
0.05  , a slightly higher conversion efficiency and a slightly larger k,zE  at the end of coalescence stage 
exceeds the viscous dissipation and interfacial dissipation. The lower conversion efficiency of k,zE  is 
attributed to larger viscous dissipation due to larger shape change and the larger interfacial dissipation due to 
the stronger solid-fluid interaction and larger liquid-solid contact area. 
In the restoration stage, the lower interfacial dissipation in the jumping case is demonstrated by the 
fast receding of the contact line and the quick decrease of the liquid-solid contact area, which leads to a value 
of the kinetic energy in the z-direction when the liquid-solid surface decreases to zero. Eventually the 
nanodroplet jumps up. In the jumping case 
k,zE  has a value of 41   and a conversion rate of k,zE  3.2%. 
This conversion rate is less than that of 6% for coalescence-induced microdroplet jumping predicted in 
earlier investigations4. Further simulations are conducted. We find that when 0.075   the upwards velocity 
cz  and the liquid-solid contact area simultaneously decreases to zero, suggesting the critical condition 
between non-jumping and jumping.  
 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
Molecule dynamics simulations have been performed to investigate how solid surface free energy 
determines coalesced-nanodroplet jumping. We exhibit the dynamics of the moving contact line and energy 
conversion during the coalescence and jumping/non-jumping of nanodroplet. An interface detection method 
is proposed and the evolutions of the number of interfacial molecules and their molecular potential energies 
are analyzed. The excess surface free energy released and energy conversion efficiency are evaluated. 
13 
 
We find that an increase in solid surface free energy (   from 0.05 to 0.15) essentially switches the 
coalesced-nanodroplet from jumping to non-jumping. With the solid surface free energy increasing, in the 
coalescence stage, better wetting status and stronger impingement result in a larger bouncing force. However, 
due to the downwards initial velocity and shorter acceleration time, the nanodroplet fails to acquire a higher 
upwards velocity. Moreover, larger liquid-solid contact area suggests a larger shape-change during the 
coalescence and an increase in viscous and interfacial dissipation. At the end of the coalescence stage, the 
nanodroplet obtained slightly lower kinetic energy in the jumping direction in the case of   = 0.15 due to 
higher viscous dissipation. Finally, in the restoration stage, higher surface free energy leads to larger 
dissipation effect and lower kinetic energy in the jumping direction. Fundamentally, it is the coupled viscous 
and interfacial dissipation through the coalescence and restoration stages that eventually prevent the 
nanodroplet from jumping up. Our results address the importance of the liquid-solid surface interaction in the 
coalescence-induced jumping of nanodroplets in comparison with the jumping of microdroplets and the 
determination of the minimum size of jumping nanodroplets. 
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the simulation system. Fluid molecules are in red and solid atoms are in blue. The size 





FIG. 2. Determination of the liquid-vapor interface. (a) Part of the liquid-vapor interface of a liquid-vapor 
equilibrium system; (b) Distributions of the density   and coordination number coN  along the normal to the 
liquid-vapor interface; (c) Dependence of the number density per unit area of detected liquid-vapor 
molecules lvn  on the critical coordination number ( co,2N ); Snapshots of detection results under different 
values of (d) 
co,2 162N   and (e) co,2 158N  . The vapor molecules, liquid-vapor interfacial molecules and bulk 






FIG. 3. Snapshots (side and top views) of coalescences of nanodroplet on the surfaces with (a) 0.15   and 
(b) 0.05   at different times. The coalescence, restoration and oscillation/jumping stages are shown in 
light red, yellow and blue background, respectively. The time at the end of coalescence stage is 
at . The time 











FIG. 4. Time-evolutions of (a) the position of the mass center cz  and (b) the velocity of the mass center cv  
for the nanodroplet on the surfaces with 0.15   and 0.05  . The characteristic times are indicated in red 
( 0.15  ) and blue ( 0.05  ) dash vertical lines. Time-evolutions of the total momentum in the z-direction 
zP , and its components in +z-direction zP   and -z-direction zP   on the surfaces with (c) 0.15   and (d) 






FIG. 5. Snapshots (top view) of the liquid-solid interfacial molecules with (a) 0.15   and (b) 0.05    at 
different times. The coalescence, restoration and oscillation/jumping stages are shown in light red, yellow 
and blue background, respectively. The time at the end of coalescence stage is 
at . The time at the end of 








                       





FIG. 6. Time-evolutions of size scales of the liquid-solid contact area (a) in the x-direction xB  and (b) in the 
y-direction yB  on the solid surfaces with 0.15   and 0.05  . xB  and yB  are measured between the 
extremes of the liquid-solid interface as shown in the inset. Time-evolutions of the moving velocities of the 
liquid-solid contact area (c) in the x-direction 
B,xv  and (d) in the y-direction B,yv  on the solid surfaces with 





FIG. 7. Time-evolutions of number differences of bulk liquid molecules llN , liquid-vapor interfacial 
molecules lvN  and liquid-solid interfacial molecules slN  on the solid surfaces with (a) 0.15   and (b) 
0.05  . Time-evolutions of potential energy differences of bulk liquid molecules p,llE , liquid-vapor 
interfacial molecules p,lvE  and liquid-solid interfacial molecules p,slE  on the surfaces with (c) 0.15   
and (d) 0.05  . The coalescence, restoration and oscillation/jumping stages are shown in light red, yellow 




                                                   
 
FIG. 8. Time-evolutions of the total potential energy difference pE  of the nanodroplet on the solid 
surfaces with 0.15   and 0.05  . The characteristic times are indicated by red ( 0.15  ) and blue 









FIG. 9. Time-evolutions of kinetic energy differences of the nanodroplet in the x-direction 
k, xE , y-direction 
k, yE  and z-direction k, zE  on the solid surfaces with (a) 0.15   and (b) 0.05  . The coalescence, 
restoration and oscillation/jumping stages are shown in light red, yellow and blue background, respectively. 









FIG. 10. Schematic presentation of the mechanism of solid surface free energy on coalescence-induced 
nanodroplet jumping. The coalescence, restoration and oscillation/jumping stages are shown in light red, 
yellow and blue background, respectively.  c is the critical value of solid surface free energy. 
 
  
 
